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Norway Alexander Rybak Thats how you write a song OK welcome back Mr Ryback, and welcome 
back to 12 points from East Europe, but it 
do not change the fact this is a Norway 
version of cartoon song (Read: Måns 
Zelmerlöw) and without the ”fun” drawings 
its a mediocre song.

Romania The Humans Goodbye No comment, please rescue me from 
comments on this

Serbia Sania Ilic & Balkanika Nova Deca When the intro of tortured cats passed this 
is not at all as bad as Serbia usually enter 
into the contest (and not only enter they 
usually also pass to the finals with a little 
help from their friends, and sometimes 
even produce the worst winners of the 
contest ever)

San Marino Jessika Feat Jenifer Brening Who we are Say what? 12 from Malta? But the rest of 
Europe? BUT I want San Marino to go to the 
final, we don’t want to loose them to as 
other small countries

Denmark Rasmussen Higher ground The Swedish contest producers nightmare. 
A song never selected for the Swedish 
selection and was entered in Denmark and 
won. If Denmark ends up before Sweden in 
the final result its a thorn in the side if 
they win o my God… And they might, this 
is dark and good and Nordic.

Russia Julia Samolylova I wont break Poor Julia, a really good ballad last year 
and Russia and Ukraine politics stopped 
her from participating and she returns 
with a mediocre pop tune.

Moldova DoReDos My lucky day This is happy this is fun and this is in my 
eyes a potential HIGH score from the tele 
voters. I won’t end up crying if Moldova 
will host 2019.

The Netherlands Waylon Outlaw in em I donat get it, why Netherlands, why? This 
is so unbelievable bad its a joke. 

Australia Jessica Mailboy We got love Hand in hand Australia and Sweden, again 
a radio playlist entry. Not making anyone 
upset and will get points. But good? No, 
very boring to be honest and Jessica… Not 
a Kylie Minogue for sure.

Georgia Ethno-Jazz Band Iriao For you The only comment I can deliver is *ROFL*

Poland Gromee feat Lukas Meijer Light me up Another entry a bit forgotten this year, it is 
a B Avicii tune but still sound modern, it is 
very much Norway 2017 but I believe 
Poland will surprise.

Malta Christabelle Taboo With some help from your friends, Swedish 
composers, and who need an enemy with 
friends like this? As said, a song written 
for radio playlists and without a first class 
act Malta will struggle to enter into the 
finals. 

Hungary AWS Viszlat nyar Im not known for my love of heavy metal 
but here it is a fresh sound among all the 
boring songs in semi 2. 

Latvia Laura Rizzotto Funny girl My playlist tells me I been listen to this 
song 23 times up to date and I can’t 
remember as much as one second of it.

Sweden Benjamin Ingrosso Dance you off The main problem here is that the song is 
OK, the act is amazing, Benjamin is worth 
so much more and as many Swedish 
entries lat years we don’t know how it will 
sound without the backtrack with recorded 
choirs. Remember the Malena Ernman 
flop? But Sweden should be safe
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Montenegro Vanja Radovanovic Inje May I ask you to read the comments on 
Latvia? But the Balkan countries might like 
it

Slovenia Lea Sirk Hvala, nel No Slovenia, no. You really can do better 
then this. But the performers name is fun.

Ukraine Melovin Under the ladder Congratulations Ukraine, class act here. An 
amazing song from a country giving us 
Ruslana… This is a step in the right 
direction.
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